
Sometimes in life it does you
good to get straight to the
point; so here goes. 
Work related injuries
Why should an employer hurt you
at work and get away with it? If
you’ve been injured or made
unwell at your job through no fault
of your own then you’ll know just
how bad it is dealing with the
health consequences alone. What
you don’t want are further insults
to your injury caused by your
employer not accepting liability for
it. Fighting this might seem like too
high a mountain to climb whilst
you’re suffering, and yet it needn’t
be. All you have to do is to make
one phone call to us at JMP and
explain in a straightforward way
what’s happened. From then on
you’re in really good hands. Forget
the idea that it will cost you a lot of
money because it won’t, not a
penny piece in fact; ‘No-Win, No-
Fee’ means just that. The client is
always absolved from the need to
pay disbursements and any
indemnity insurance is paid for on
the client’s behalf. The client
genuinely has nothing to pay. The
most arduous task that you have to
do is have an easy conversation
with Neil, Ray or Nikkita at JMP;
friendly, down-to-earth people
who’ll immediately be on your side.
The fact that Neil and Ray have
decades of professional expertise
and legal experience up their
sleeves mean that once they take
you on, they’ll know just how to
sink their teeth into your case, and

they won’t let go
until they’ve won
it for you; legally
and financially.
Asbestos in
Lincolnshire
schools

The story of
asbestosis is perhaps a good

example to start with. Now we all
know when asbestos is removed or
chopped into it can be bad for your
health. Thirty or forty years ago it
was not widely known by the
general public. We now know that

just one embedded fibre of
asbestos in your lung can cause
mesothelioma, a cancer of the
pleura; the inner lining of the lung.
It does this incredibly slowly; forty
odd years in many cases will pass
before you even know you’ve got
it. And it’s not just factories and
offices that are fitted with asbestos;
over 300 hundred Lincolnshire
schools have it built into their
fabric; 22 of them in Grantham
alone with only 13 of them having
been subjected to a Site
Management Audit. Imagine the
legacy left to today’s children some
forty years from now if its removal
was attempted during term time.
No wonder we’re terrified of the
stuff.
Tenacious litigators getting
compensation you deserve.
The Industrial Diseases team at
JMP is tenacious in getting sufferers
their due compensation and access
to justice whatever the cause of
their injury. You might not know
exactly which employer was
responsible for the root cause of
your condition. High Court rulings
made it law that all of the
companies which had the offending
material in their buildings share the
blame. That’s why the ID team
strikes at all those firms you
worked for. If for some reason they
can’t fight them, they’ll fight their
respective insurance companies. If
the company’s gone bust then once
more it’s their one-time insurer
they’ll tackle. If this insurer doesn’t
exist anymore they’ll go for the
insurance company which took

them over. Often these companies
will have a bank of legal experts
ranged against Neil and Ray. Again
and again they’ll drive home your
case like a latter day David &
Goliath; and we all know how that
story turned out. Having this
amount of persistent power on
your side is a real help in settling
your troubled mind during the
process. The triumph when it
comes sadly won’t change your
medical prognosis, but it will give
some relief to the worries about
the future of the family you love
and care for.
Deafness compensation
The same goes for ‘Noise Related
Hearing Loss’, even if you began
suffering in the days this long
before our modern Health & Safety
regulations came in. Asthma is
another condition they champion,
when it’s been caused by inhaling
small particulates at work.
‘Vibration White Finger’ is another,
even mental and emotional stress.
And this is before we’ve even
touched on the incredible work the
team does to get their clients
justice and compensation for work-
related accidents.
Contact
So, let’s keep it simple. If you get
hurt at work through no fault of
your own, you’re not alone. JMP’s
friendly, ‘No-Win, No-Fee’ legal
team are constantly standing by to
fight on your behalf. At the end of
the day, having a chat with them is
far better than suffering all alone in
silence.
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